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Define precision medicine
≠ genomic medicine

Types & uses of genetic testing /genomic sequencing

Understand the benefits and limitations of precision 
medicine

Discuss direct-to-consumer genetic testing
Help to inform decisions about its use

Discuss some concerns about genetic info
Privacy, security, accuracy

Question whether, when, & how info is 
empowering



‘Genetics’ refers to the study of genes and their roles in 
inheritance—in other words, the way that certain traits 
or conditions are passed down from one generation to 
another. 

Genetics involves scientific studies of genes and their effects. 

Genes (physical units of heredity) carry the instructions for 
making proteins, which direct the activities of cells and 
functions of the body. 

‘Genomics’ is a more recent term that describes the 
study of all of a person's genes (the genome), including 
interactions of those genes with each other and with 
the person's environment.

G x E — gene x environment interaction

Uterine, physical, chemical, social, behavioral environments



“I think it won’t be too many 
years before parents will be 
able to go home from the 
hospital with their newborn 
babies with a genetic map in 
their hands that will tell them, 
here’s what your child’s future 
will likely be like.”

President Bill Clinton, 1996

“We used to think that our fate was in our 
stars, but now we know that, in large measure, 
our fate is in our genes.”

James Watson, 1989, quoted by  Leon Jaroff





Human Genome Project (1990 – 2003), $2.7B









“Doctors have always recognized that every 
patient is unique, and doctors have always tried to 
tailor their treatments as best they can to 
individuals. You can match a blood transfusion to a 
blood type — that was an important discovery. 
What if matching a cancer cure to our genetic 
code was just as easy, just as standard? What if 
figuring out the right dose of medicine was as 
simple as taking our temperature?”

—President Obama, January 30, 2015



Evidence-based
Epidemiologically based

Population-based
Association,  not causation

Personalized

Precision

Stratified

conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence 
in making decisions about the care of individual patients. The 

practice of evidence based medicine means integrating 
individual clinical expertise with the best available external 
clinical evidence from systematic research.
(BMJ  1996;312:71-72)

‘Personalized medicine’ refers to the tailoring of medical treatment to the 
individual characteristics of each patient. It does not literally mean the 

creation of drugs or medical devices that are unique to a patient, but rather 

the ability to classify individuals into subpopulations that differ 
in their susceptibility to a particular disease, in the biology 
and/or prognosis of those diseases they may develop, or in their 
response to a specific treatment. Preventive or therapeutic 
interventions can then be concentrated on those who will benefit, sparing 
expense and side effects for those who will not. 
(President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology) 



“… the Human Genome Project will bring to 
the forefront of human consciousness 
awareness of the range of variability not only 
among individuals but among groups.  To 
acknowledge these differences, while 
insisting on their irrelevance for individual 
dignity and equality of right, is a challenge 
we shall have to face.”

Harold Edgar, 1992















4 DTC companies, 5 “customers,”15 diseases
4/5 results conflicted with actual disease

Male received                               risk of prostate CA

Testimony of Gregory D. Kutz,

http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-10-847T; 

Kuehn BM. JAMA, 2010, 304(12):1313-1315.
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Diagnostic testing (single-gene, panel, or whole 
exome/genome sequencing)

Carrier screening (inform reproductive decisions)

Resolve a “diagnostic odyssey” or confirm diagnosis

Predictive testing for susceptibility to disease
Variants in single genes (BRCA1/2, APOE, HTT (for HD))

Polygenic risk scores (PRS) where multiple genes each 
as a small effect

Clinically “actionable” or informs decisions

Pharmacogenomic testing

Tumor testing (to guide treatment or research)



Why care about privacy
Protect from harm

Reputation, relationship, 
economic interests

Effects on employability, 
insurability, marriageability

Protect family relationships, 
friendships

Protect oneself from the 
“crippling public gaze”

Allow crafting of life plans & 
development of values, ideals, 
personality

Allow flourishing as an individual
Take risks, have a child, be an artist

Sources of risk to privacy
Self-disclosure

Privacy breach due to another’s
Carelessness

Malice 

Non-malicious, but unwelcome 
seeking of info (insurers)



GINA does not apply to life, long-term care, disability, or 
auto insurance

Note the subpoena & court order exception



Data is not anonymized, but info is “decoupled” from identifying info

Encryption & firewalls attempt to prevent hacking and unauthorized use





#2—Who’s your (fore)daddy?

• Parentage
• Ancestry
• Who participated in studies→

stratification and risk estimates
• Value of predictive genetic testing 

& precision medicine

#3—The “missing link” (for precision 
medicine) is behavioral, not genetic

• Genes x Environment
• Individualizing social problems
• What makes genetic info 

“actionable” and valuable?
• The right-to-know & not-to-know

#4—Genetic Enhancement & the Myth of Merit
Problems of Playing God & Parenting


